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Trade between France and Asia
 

Attributed to Pierre Gouthière (1732-1813), Chinese porcelain vases with gilt bronze mounts
for Mesdames at the Château de Bellevue, circa 1775, Paris, Musée du Louvre

(inv. OA5497; OA5213)

Until the end of the 18th century, Asia was known as the East Indies. Trade

was rare, dating back to the Middle Ages when travellers, merchants and

religious companies brought back spices, porcelain, silks and precious

materials amongst other descriptions when by land. In the 17th and 18th

centuries, this trade was carried out by sea, initiated by the Spanish and

Portuguese, who were later sidelined by the Dutch and English. The

European countries that settled in Asia to ensure these exchanges were

organised into companies called India Companies, each with trading posts

to distribute what was produced or imported from neighbouring regions.

France, which created its French East India Company in 1664, had a

particular link with China, with which it maintained diplomatic relations.

François Boucher, drawing (1703-1770), Comte de Caylus, engraving (1692-1765), Address
card of the marchand mercier François Gersaint “À la Pagode”, 1740, Waddesdon,

Waddesdon Manor (inv. 3686.1.56.103)

Through long and perilous journeys, sometimes exceeding a year and a half,

materials arrived that were unknown in Europe at the time and costly, such

as lacquer, porcelain or silk, causing a renewal of techniques and

decorations in the 18th century, aiming to reproduce them or at least imitate

them. The refined society of the 18th century, which sought originality in

luxury, as shown by the taste for furniture made of exotic woods imported

from Central America in particular, welcomed these Asian innovations with

open arms, which the craftsmen hastened to exploit.

We owe the use of these materials and the creations they inspired to the

main distributors of novelties, the marchands merciers. They bought them,

had them modified and sold them. The porcelain was then enriched with

gilt bronze mounts and the lacquers were reused to create furniture and

objects such as chest of drawers, secretaries, caskets or writing cases. To

meet this need for lacquer, the Martin brothers, varnishers from Paris,

created a varnish that imitated the appearance of this material and enriched

its colours and aesthetic possibilities.

 

Bernard II Van Risenburgh (circa 1696-1766), Japanese lacquer chest of drawers for Marie
Leszczynska at Fontainebleau, 1737, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 11193)

 
Mathieu Criaerd (circa 1689-1776), Martin varnished chest of drawers for Madame de

Mailly at the Château de Choisy, 1742, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA 11292)

In the decorative field, these exotic innovations stimulated inspiration with

“chinoiserie”, a fanciful imitation of Asian ornaments. Created by Antoine

Watteau, chinoiserie was developed by French painters, draftsmen and

ornamentalists such as François Boucher and Jean Pillement before

spreading to Europe where this taste for Asia was particularly appreciated

and developed in Germany and England.

 

Beauvais Factory, Jean-Baptiste Blin de Fontenay (1653-1715), Guy Louis Vernansal (1648-
1729), Chinese Prince's tapestry “The Emperor's Journey”, circa 1688-1690, Compiègne,

Château de Compiègne (inv. C358C)

The Chinese style and new techniques flourished on furniture, woodwork,

ceramics and textiles.

 

See you next week for a new

interlude !

Meanwhile, you can follow us on at the gallery or on our websites:

https://www.francoisleage.com/fr/home

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

See us on Instagram to follow our news!

Instagram
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